
Join us on a no-holds-barred adventure through two decades 
of memories, each one contributed by a long-standing member 
of our team. Japan is our favourite place in the whole world,  
and you’re about to find out why.

© Irwin Wong/Kumano Travel



2020 was the first time in over 20 years that I didn’t visit Japan. The first 
time I didn’t step off the plane and feel like part of me had arrived home. 
And I miss it. I miss the service, the way a shop assistant looks you in the 
eye and counts out the coins when returning your change; the shouts of 
“irrashaimasse, welcome” when entering a store; the perfect wrapping of 
gifts, however small the purchase. I miss the food – both the 100 yen ($1) 
steamed buns in convenience stores and the high-end sushi restaurants 
where each bite-sized package is a tiny work of art.

Japan gets under your skin. It is undeniably addictive. When I first ventured 
there in 1998 as a naïve 21 year-old graduate, to teach English in Toyota City 
(yes, that Toyota), little did I imagine the impact Japan would have on my life. 
That I would explore the frozen snowy hinterlands of Hokkaido, climb Mount 
Fuji (seven times!), have drinks with a real-life geisha, snorkel the coral reefs 
of Okinawa, be served impossibly elaborate meals at some of the country’s 
finest ryokan inns – and so much more besides. Or that I would start a 
company that would share these experiences with over 80,000 people  
from across the world and counting.

This Ultimate Journey is the tale of our collective love affair with Japan. 
The things that are forever etched on the memory of our team. The special 
moments that inspired us, and which we want to gift to you.

ALASTAIR DONNELLY 

CO–FOUNDER



This isn’t an itinerary so much as the story of how 
we fell in love with Japan – through thousands 
of meals, cities, villages, inns, and chance 
encounters. 

We hope our collective experiences will inspire you 
to start planning your own Ultimate Journey. It won’t 
look like ours – but that’s the magic of Japan.

Follow us, and you won’t just travel from the snowy 
mountains of the far north to the subtropical beaches of the 
far south. You’ll travel into our collective past: tasting sake 
with Richard in Takayama, walking ancient pilgrimage trails 
with Halley on the Kumano Kodo, and soaking with Amy  
at one of the oldest hot springs in Japan.
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With its windswept plains, 
steaming hot springs and miles of 
open road, Japan’s northernmost 
island is a country unto itself. This 
is the ancestral heartland of the Ainu 
minority – a place to take icebreaker 
cruises in search of sea eagles, to ski 
on the fluffiest powder imaginable, 
and to indulge in “Genghis Khan” 
barbecue washed down with 
Sapporo beer. 

Then, it’s time to make a start on the 
northernmost tip of Japan’s main 
island, Honshu. This is as wild as 
Japan gets – with dramatic, rocky 
coastline pounded by crashing seas, 
rugged national parks and bubbling 
hot springs formed by volcanic 
activity, and a local culture that’s 
shaped as much by warm hospitality 
as by ice-cold winters. Very few 
tourists make it this far north, but 
those who do will never forget it. 
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Makomanai Takino Buddha, Sapporo

© Tyler Palma/InsideJapan
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Extending southwards from the northern tip 
of Honshu, the Sanriku Coast is a region of 
dramatic sea views, small-town hospitality, 
and incredible natural beauty. 

Hokkaido’s capital is the home  
of snow festivals, warming  
ramen, and some of Japan’s  
best beer.

Known as “the end of the Earth” to the native 
Ainu people, Rausu is a small fishing town on 
the southern coast of the wild and rugged 
Shiretoko Peninsula. 

Sanriku Coast
AMY TADEHARA

Train is often the best way to travel Japan. However, my 2018 road 

trip allowed me to do more justice to this stunning region, with its 

dramatic cliffs, coves, seascapes, and little fishing towns. It was 

my visit to the “Miracle Pine” of Rikuzen Takata that sticks with me 

most. Of the 70,000 pines around the town, it was the only one to 

remain standing after the 2011 tsunami, and the local people told 

me it’s a symbol of their local pride and resilience. I feel privileged 

to have seen this region for its natural beauty, and to have met the 

communities that make it special.

Sapporo
TYLER PALMA

Hokkaido’s main city of Sapporo is always lively. 

Last time I was there, we didn’t make a beeline 

for the bright lights. Instead, we drove to the 

edge of the city and the Makomanai Takino 

cemetery to see its huge Buddha, encircled 

by a giant, futuristic prayer hall. We followed 

this awe-inspiring sight by slurping bowls of 

famously delicious Hokkaido Ramen in the 

narrow streets of Ramen Alley, then browsing 

Nijo Market for some incredible seafood treats. 

A few beers at the Sapporo Beer Hall set us up 

well for the week of hot springs, igloo bars and 

world-class skiing that was to follow.

Rausu
ALASTAIR DONNELLY 

In February 2008, having navigated the treacherous icy 

streets from our ryokan inn to the harbour, ten of us boarded 

a small icebreaker boat. Fifteen minutes from shore, we 

were surrounded by blocks of sea ice. Looking landward, the 

snow-covered mountains of Shiretoko loomed high over the 

foothills. In the other direction were the uninterrupted frozen 

waters of the Nemuro Strait. Above us huge sea eagles 

circled before swooping to the ice to feast on discarded 

catch. It was bitterly cold, wild and magnificent.
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Image credits clockwise: 
reggie.net, runin/PIXTA, tohokukanko.jp, InsideJapan

Sapporo Beer Museum

Sapporo ramen

Karst rock formations, Sanriku Coast

Sea eagle

Sea ice off Rausu
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Soak up Hiraizumi’s faded 12th-century glory 
at its World Heritage temples, then take in its 
natural wonders at Geibikei Gorge. 

Is Kamikochi the most beautiful place 
on Earth? Perhaps we’re biased, but this 
mountain idyll gets our vote. 

Wasabi farms, woodblock print museums, 
and the famous “Black Crow” castle: 
Matsumoto is a city on the roof of Japan. 

Kamikochi
SIMON KING

I was blown away by the scale and beauty of the mountains 

when I first visited Kamikochi back in the 1990s. The fresh air, 

cool, clean water, early-morning monkey encounters, fantastic 

hikes and hot-spring baths... plus, we had lots of fun making 

homemade barbecues, everyone mucking in to create a simple 

but tasty meal. I loved the challenge of the longer hikes and being 

rewarded with breathtaking views – and being able to introduce 

other people to that as a tour leader was just fantastic.

Matsumoto
GRANT EKELUND

The day I visited the Daio Wasabi Farm, the 

sun was shining and the cherry blossom was 

peeping out from the surrounding mountains 

and rice paddies. Most people know wasabi 

as that green spicy paste, but there’s more to 

it than that. The crystal-clear water that real 

wasabi needs to thrive flows down from the 

mountains, setting the most perfect scene. After 

a stroll around the farm and a bike ride nearby, 

I rounded off my day with wasabi-infused 

ice cream and beer. Then, I headed back to 

Matsumoto with the black castle in my sights. 

Hiraizumi
JAMES MUNDY

My visit to Hiraizumi was one of the most surreal moments 

of my time in Japan. Once a Buddhist powerhouse, this now-

sleepy, rural town was celebrating the new World Heritage 

status of its magnificent temple, Chusonji. As our group 

headed to a karaoke bar, we ran into local officials out 

celebrating. As they bought us drinks and requested songs 

for us to sing, we were joined by some local monks from 

neighbouring Motsuji temple. As the night ended, one of the 

monks blessed the evening with mesmerising chants over 

the sound system. Not your average night at a karaoke bar, 

that’s for sure. 
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Image credits clockwise: 
kouyunosa/PIXTA, geibikei.co.jp, kenph/PIXTA, InsideJapan, aouei/PIXTA

Azusa River, Kamikochi

Daio Wasabi Farm Black Crow Castle, Matsumoto

Geibikei Gorge, Hiraizumi

Fresh wasabi root



Everyone should visit Tokyo at least 
once just to take in the madness of 
it all. It still amazes us how a city of 
almost 35 million people doesn’t just 
devolve into chaos, but it doesn’t. 
It can be overwhelming at first, but 
think of it as a collection of lots of 
small towns and it’s easy to find your 
own little slice. Dip off a main street 
and you’ll find yourself in the “low 
city”: narrow lines spider-webbing 
out, lined with buildings just full of 
history. Then, head to the top of 
one of the many skyscrapers just to 
grasp the size of the place. Tokyo is 
vast and multifaceted, with plenty 
of quiet pockets to balance out its 
hectic buzz, and no trip to Japan 
should be without it.
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Kabukicho, Shinjuku

© Kate Sanderson/InsideJapan
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Tokyo’s yokocho
BRETT PLOTZ

One thing I love to do in Tokyo is check out all the different yokocho around the 

city. Yokocho are small back alleys packed to the brim with tiny bars and eateries. 

The best are the ones that feel as if you’ve entered a whole other world. One of my 

favourites is in Sangenjaya. It’s called Sankoku Chitai, and it’s a fantastic example 

of a back-alley world: full of cheap beers, atmospheric izakaya (Japanese pubs), 

little shops and snack bars. Most of the places only seat a handful of people, so it’s 

likely you’ll have a new friend or two by the time the sun rises the next morning.

Shibuya
TYLER PALMA

Shibuya is best-known for its massive scramble 

crossing and huge Bladerunner-esqe video 

screens, and I’m as in awe of it now as when 

I first crossed it back in 2001. Shibuya has 

changed immensely over the years. You can still 

slip back in time in the tiny bars of “Drunkard’s 

Alley” or enjoy dozens of uber-trendy fashion 

boutiques, but there’s also high-end dining, 

designer fashion and contemporary art within 

a stone’s throw. Picnic on a rooftop, drink local 

craft beer, or head to the open-air lookout for 

views of Mount Fuji. And the nightlife, don’t even 

get me started…

Nakano
BRETT PLOTZ

The venerable Nakano Broadway is unlike any place I’ve 

been to in Tokyo. In one shop alone you could find used 

undergarments right next to a vintage Ultraman figure worth 

thousands of dollars. Though parts of Nakano are massive, 

with broad, busy streets and towering hotels, just behind the 

glitz and money there’s a labyrinth of narrow roads, shops 

and hidden bars. There are a few parts of Tokyo where a 

tourist will still turn heads, and this is one of them – but duck 

into a bar or restaurant and you’ll soon find yourself clinking 

glasses with the locals.

As the world’s most densely 
populated city, Tokyo is famous for 
its crazy, chaotic side. These are 
our Insiders’ tips for experiencing 
the city of madness...

Image credits clockwise: 
InsideJapan, David Lovejoy, InsideJapan, InsideJapan, InsideJapan, Alex Knight/Unsplash, InsideJapan

Shibuya’s world-famous Hachiko crossing

Sangenjaya

Lolita fashions, Tokyo

Nakano Broadway

Robot Restaurant, Shinjuku

Chef serving up yakitori skewers
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Meiji Shrine
TYLER PALMA

If you’re looking for stillness in the heart of Tokyo, you’ve found it. 

Standing at the tranquil centre of 170 acres of evergreen forest, 

Meiji Jingu is the capital’s most famous shrine. Though most 

people visit later in the day in the hopes of spotting a Shinto 

wedding, I like to visit in the early morning to enjoy the serenity of 

the forest. Elderly locals come to the shrine to pay their respects, 

and there is barely a soul in sight. Hard to believe that just a 

stone’s throw away sits frenetic Harajuku, still sleeping.

Nezu
BRETT PLOTZ

Part of the old Yanesen neighbourhood, this is traditional Tokyo: tiny 

winding streets, low-rise shops, and cafés that have been in the family for 

generations, selling local snacks such as senbei rice crackers and taiyaki 

cakes. It’s not as hidden as it used to be, but I just love the place. And if 

you’re looking for an atmospheric shrine with a thousand-year history (and 

18th-century bullet holes in the torii gate), Nezu Shrine is it. It has a torii-

lined path, it has koi ponds and flower gardens, it has everything you want 

from a shrine. Nezu truly is an escape, and whenever I go I’m struck by 

how lucky I am to live in such a city of contrasts.

Ginza
TYLER PALMA

Ginza is best known for its high-end 

shopping and its striking modern 

architecture, but what really makes it 

interesting are its tiny side streets filled 

with hidden art galleries. There’s always 

an exhibition on somewhere, whether it’s 

in the Pola Museum Annex or the Gallery 

Koyanagi. Look up as you hop between 

them and you’ll see contemporary 

architecture and tiny Shinto shrines that 

most people miss as they stick to the main 

thoroughfares. Then, head to the rooftop 

garden of the Dover Street Market for a 

moment of peace at the “Shrine in the Sky”.
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side of Tokyo – the surprising city 
of serenity? Here are some of its 
lesser known moments of calm…

Image credits clockwise: 
InsideJapan, InsideJapan, InsideJapan, matya1234/PIXTA, iStock, InsideJapan

A Shinto wedding at Meiji Shrine

Skytree at dawn

Street sculpture, Ginza

Meiji Shrine

Ginza at night

“Waiting”, Ginza



When it comes to size and 
splendour, there’s nowhere like 
central Japan. With the biggest 
cities, the highest mountains, and 
the most illustrious history – it’s no 
wonder this is where most visits 
begin and end. But there’s even 
more to central Japan than that. 
Follow age-old pilgrimage trails 
and you’ll find hidden villages and 
mountaintop temple towns where 
tradition still reigns supreme. Even in 
world-famous Tokyo and Kyoto, dig 
a little deeper and you’ll find there’s 
so much more than meets the eye. 
Central Japan is the best of the best, 
and then some.
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Kenrokuen Garden

© David Lovejoy/InsideJapan
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Takayama
RICHARD FARMER

I love taking our groups sake-tasting at one of the local breweries 

whenever we visit Takayama. A couple of hundred yen gets you a 

small sake cup, then you have free rein to grab whichever bottles 

you like for a taste. I love watching everyone’s faces light up as 

they realise how different each one tastes. As we all stumble 

back to our inn, I stop off at a little stall that sells gohei mochi, a 

pounded rice cake grilled on a wooden skewer and brushed with 

a sweet and sticky soy-based sauce. It’s a great way to mop up 

the alcohol!

Kiso Valley
JOHN MCMILLEN

Hiking the Nakasendo, the old samurai 

route between Edo and Kyoto, is one of my 

favourite memories of Japan. The gentle 

route takes you through old staging posts 

that seem virtually unchanged since the 

days of the shogunates. It could have been 

a lonely experience, but luckily I made 

friends with a Tokyo University lecturer in 

the communal baths at my inn. We chatted 

over a delicious home-cooked dinner, 

whilst pouring one another sake, then 

joined the other guests to learn the village’s 

local dance and song. When I checked into 

this little inn, I had no idea it’d be such a 

wonderful experience!

Following the old route between Kyoto and 
Edo, the time-warp villages of the Kiso Valley 
are the place to relive the days of  
the shogunates.

Takayama is a food-and-drink heaven. 
Memories of Hida beef and Hoba miso will 
haunt your dreams! 

Set deep in the Toyama countryside, not 
only are Gokayama’s traditional villages and 
farmhouses picturesque, they give a sense 
of life that’s remained unchanged over 
hundreds of years. 

Gokayama
ROBERT KODAMA

In the winter of 2017, I was lucky enough to stay overnight at a traditional, thatch-

roofed gassho-zukuri (“praying hands”) farmhouse deep in the mountains of central 

Japan, in the World Heritage village of Gokayama. Even with over a metre of snow 

outside, inside was cosy and warm thanks to the irori hearth in the middle of the 

living area. Dinner was served around the fire, where my hosts grilled freshwater fish 

for me and the two other guests. It was a really special experience.
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Image credits: 
Top left: Anesthesia/PIXTA, all others: InsideJapan

Gokayama

Spring festival, Takayama

Stone lantern

Tsumago Village

Daikon radishes
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Mount Koya
ALI MUSKETT

In 2006, I stayed at a temple lodging for the 

first time, in the mountaintop temple town of 

Mount Koya. We padded on wooden floors 

and past gravel-raked gardens to our simple 

rooms. Dinner was traditional shojin-ryori food, 

completely vegan and surprisingly delicious – I’d 

never eaten chrysanthemum before! It was early 

to bed and early to rise, but that didn’t matter. 

The chanting of monks and ringing of bells was 

a beautiful way to wake up, and the perfect way 

to begin a day of exploring temples and the 

eerily beautiful Okunoin cemetery.

Kii Peninsula
HALLEY TRUJILLO

I thought I’d had my fill of hiking – that was, 

until I walked the Kumano Kodo pilgrimage 

trails across the Kii Peninsula. Picture vivid green 

forests, towering pine trees, rice paddies, rocky 

valleys and roaring rivers – all punctuated by 

cute cafés with some of the best food I’ve ever 

eaten, plus beautiful shrines. Our efforts were 

rewarded back at the ryokan with hot springs, 

great food and fluffy futons at the end of the 

day. I’d defy even the least enthusiastic hiker  

not to be blown away.

Kanazawa
HALLEY TRUJILLO

Everything about Kanazawa is a feast for 

the senses. The elegantly twisted design 

of the train station, the smell of well-worn 

tatami mats in the former geisha district 

shops, sushi so fresh it melts in your mouth. 

It has the perfect balance of traditional 

and contemporary. The first time I visited 

was during my first autumn in Japan. I was 

feeling really homesick, so I headed to the 

21st Century Art Museum to take my mind 

off things. It was just so beautiful in the fall 

colours, and just so Japan. It reminded me 

why I wanted to be there.

Follow ancient pilgrimage trails deep into 
the mountains, stopping for mouthwatering 
snacks and hot spring soaks.

Balancing gorgeous gardens and samurai 
sights with contemporary art and hipster 
cafés, Kanazawa epitomises Japan’s collision 
of tradition and modernity.

With its lantern-lit cemetery sprawling through 
the forest, Mount Koya is an otherworldly 
temple town steeped in spirituality.
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Image credits clockwise: 
kenji/PIXTA, Kumano Travel, Mike Reddy/InsideJapan, Kumano Travel, Ali Muskett/InsideJapan

Nachi Falls

Statue of Jizou, Okunoin Cemetery

Kumano Kodo

Monks at Okunoin

Kenrokuen Garden



Kyoto will never go out of fashion. 
At first glance it’s another big, 
modern city, but dig a little deeper 
and you’ll soon find the historic 
capital where Japanese art and 
culture thrived for over a thousand 
years. It’s the last place in Japan 
where geisha still entertain clients 
in teahouses, where every sliding 
door seems to reveal a stunning 
landscaped garden or a temple with 
centuries of history. It’s also incredibly 
popular, which means avoiding the 
crowds requires a little creative time 
management! Luckily, out of 1,600 
temples and shrines, roughly 1,580 
are virtually ignored by tourists, so 
there’s always a corner of peace and 
tranquillity to be discovered. 
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Fushimi Inari

© Norman Blaikie
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The unknown temples
RICHARD FARMER 

While I love Ginkaku-ji’s “Silver Pavilion” as an alternative to 

Kinkakuji’s golden one, and Tofuku-ji’s Zen garden over Ryoan-

ji’s more famous one – my favourite unknown temple in Kyoto is 

Kennin-ji. It’s the oldest Zen temple in the city, but you won’t read 

about it in the guidebooks. The temple’s founder introduced tea 

to Japan from China in the 13th century, which is why its beautiful 

landscaped garden is bordered with tea plants. It has so many 

nooks and crannies to explore; just when you think you’ve seen 

every room, you turn a corner and there’s another one.

Nishiki Market
RICHARD FARMER 

The narrow alleys of Nishiki food market 

give a sense of rural Japan in the middle 

of the city. Pretty much everything is here 

– a bit like a Japanese souk. There are 

pickle shops galore, and many shops offer 

the chance to try before you buy. There 

are also shops selling local sake, freshly 

roasted green tea, and fresh seafood. 

Arrive especially early and you can admire 

the designs on the closed shop shutters 

– reproductions of paintings by the 18th-

century artist Ito Jakuchu, whose parents 

were stallholders here years ago.
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The main temples
CLAIRE BROTHERS 

Kiyomizu Temple, the Golden Pavilion, Fushimi Inari’s red 

torii gates, Ryoan-ji’s Zen garden… they’re all well worth 

seeing. I would go later in the day (after 4pm) to avoid 

the crowds – or early on a weekday (before 10am) to 

miss them completely. Occasionally, I would walk from 

Maruyama Park to Kiyomizu in the morning, noticing 

the chirping of birds, tolling of temple bells and vendors 

cleaning their shopfront steps, before the masses 

descended. I’d dip into Kodai-ji temple’s beautiful 

gardens, which were missed by most. It was like having 

a private garden. So peaceful.

There’s no denying that finding 
the traditional Kyoto most people 
picture means swerving the 
crowds. Our Insiders tell you where 
– and most importantly when – 
you’ll uncover the timeless city of 
culture we know you’re looking for.

Image credits clockwise: 
InsideJapan, JNTO, Fast&Slow/PIXTA, InsideJapan, TPG/ PIXTA, InsideJapan

Statue of Kannon, Ryozen

Kiyomizu

Kennin-ji

Nishiki Market

Grilled mochi

Market pickles
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Kiyomizu’s zaka neighbourhood
RICHARD FARMER 

My favourite way to walk off the dinner calories is to stroll 

through the beautifully preserved traditional neighbourhood 

around Kiyomizu Temple. Kiyomizu is one of Kyoto’s most popular 

temples, so it can get really busy around here in the daytime. 

After dark, however, you can wander winding lanes watched 

over by majestic Yasaka Pagoda, passing temples, shrines and 

restaurants with barely anybody around to disturb the peace.

Geisha
BRETT PLOTZ 

If you’re hoping to spot a geisha, make a beeline for the 

teahouse district of Gion. Head down early evening – or, 

even better – hire a geisha yourself if you can. The first 

time I met one was on my birthday and I honestly had 

no idea what to say. I thought I had so many questions, 

and I did, but none of them came to mind. She was just 

so ethereal and otherworldly. But then she invited me 

to join her in a drinking game and all bets were off! I’ve 

now met geisha lots of times, but they never cease to 

amaze me. It’s a real “wow” moment.

Mount Hiei
VAN MILTON 

Looming over the northeast corner of 

Kyoto, not many visitors think to include 

Mount Hiei on their itinerary. Perhaps 

it’s because it’s out of town, or perhaps 

it’s because it’s a rather steep hike to 

the top – but those same factors also 

mean it’s blissfully quiet and peaceful. 

The impressive city views and beautiful 

World Heritage temple dating back to the 

8th century are well worth the exercise. 

Head back down the opposite side of 

the mountain for views across Lake Biwa 

before the short train ride back to Kyoto.
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Image credits clockwise: 
David Lovejoy, InsideJapan, sangaku/PIXTA, prof255960/PIXTA, Norman Blaikie

Maiko drinking gamesGeisha

Yasaka Pagoda at dusk

Enryaku-ji temple, Mount Hiei

Backstreets of Higashiyama



Leaving the bright lights behind 
you, prepare to enter Japan’s  
Wild West. Cities criss-crossed by 
rickety streetcars whisk you between 
age-old bathhouses and hole-in-
the-wall udon shops. Timewarp 
fishing towns have back alleys lined 
with old wooden buildings, while 
mountaintop shrines look out over 
rice paddies and smoking volcanoes. 
This is the side of Japan that time 
forgot – where you can still watch 
horseback archery and Shinto rituals, 
wander feudal towns where it feels 
like the samurai never left, and 
explore plunging valleys that feel a 
million miles from anywhere.
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The pilgrimage route at Konpira-san

© Ali Muskett/InsideJapan
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Hiroshima
RICHARD FARMER

Most people come to Hiroshima for the A-Bomb Dome, but the main factor driving 

my love of the city is my belly. Hiroshima-style okonomiyaki is my all-time favourite 

food. It’s a kind of pancakey, omelettey pizza creation with layers made up of batter, 

cabbage, fried noodles, fried egg, and a combination of special sauces, all cooked 

together on a hot plate in front of you. On any trip, okonomiyaki night is guaranteed 

to be the highlight meal – but Hiroshima is special.

Tsuwano
MARK JOHNSON

Tucked away in a rural Shimane valley is the tiny town of Tsuwano. On my first visit in 2006, we left 

the rather underwhelming train station and walked up through the beautiful samurai district, where 

the sun glared off the white clay walls and the waterways teemed with koi carp. We stopped for a 

genjimaki bean paste sweet and a drop of local sake, then we headed for the famous Inari Shrine, with 

its hundreds of red torii gates climbing up into the valley. I’ve been back countless times since, and I 

could easily make Tsuwano my home.

Hagi
MATT SPILLER

Sandwiched between lush green mountains and 

twinkling seas, I will always count myself lucky 

to have lived in Hagi. With its sleepy old town 

streets, lined with curly-roofed samurai houses 

and gurgling streams, historic pottery kilns and 

castle gardens, Hagi is a picture of old-world 

Japan. The magic of watching from the beach 

as the sun sets behind Mount Shizuki, or of rising 

early to see the dawn mists hanging silently over 

the mountains: those are experiences that’ll stay 

with me forever.

Kinosaki Onsen is so picture-perfect it’s like 
a Disneyland version of a Japanese town –
except it’s better, because it’s real.Famous for horseback archery, 

paper-making, and incredible 
uninterrupted views, tiny 
Tsuwano has been a magnet for 
poets and artists for centuries.

With its curly-roofed samurai houses and 
streams full of koi carp, this little coastal 
town is the Japan we dreamed about 
before we knew it existed.

Japan has a wonderful way of 
looking into the past in order to 
progress into the future, and vibrant 
Hiroshima is a testament to that 
deep-seated positivity.

Kinosaki Onsen
TYLER PALMA

For me, bathing culture was one of the 

unexpected joys of Japan, and Kinosaki 

Onsen is a celebration of all that comes 

with it. The town owes its fame to its many 

bathhouses, each of which has its own 

history and unique aesthetic. Dressed in 

colourful yukata bathrobes and wooden 

geta slippers, visitors hop from one to 

another – the wellness equivalent of a pub 

crawl – stopping in between for a beer 

and a bite to eat from one of numerous 

street vendors. I can’t say that I knew what I 

wanted from Japan before coming, but I can 

say that I found it here.
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Oiso River, Kinosaki Onsen

Okonomiyaki

Kaiseki dinner

Tsuwano
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Tomonoura
HARRY SARGANT

"Have a nice… memory… in Japan,” said the smiling 

driver as I stepped off the bus into Tomonoura, a pretty 

little harbour town on the Seto Inland Sea. I wandered 

through the winding backstreets past ramshackle little 

houses, tucked-away temples, and up to panoramic 

viewpoints looking out over scattered islets. Then, 

I took a seat on the harbourside and just watched 

fishermen and locals go about their business as the sun 

went down. Quiet, charming and totally unassuming, 

Tomonoura is one of the most laid-back places I’ve  

ever been to.

Takamatsu
TYLER PALMA

Takamatsu is so much more than the stunning Ritsurin Gardens. Its streetcars will 

whisk you to local bathhouses in the suburbs, and its locals will glide you along the 

castle moat in punts. Its hole-in-the-wall “self-service” udon shops will change the 

way you think of noodles forever. I have so many good memories of exploring the 

Inland Sea from Takamatsu with my family. Each day, we would hop on a ferry and 

head off to a different island – Teshima, Ogijima, Inujima, Naoshima – and return to 

Takamastu for dinner.

Matsuyama has everything: great seafood, a 
samurai castle, a wonderful old tram system 
and the country’s oldest bathhouse.

Picture an idyllic, traditional  
Japanese fishing village, and you’re 
probably picturing Tomonoura –  
or somewhere very like it.

Come for the “art islands”; stay for the 
mouth-watering noodles, Milan-esque 
café culture, and one of the most beautiful 
landscaped gardens in Japan.

Kotohira’s mountaintop Shinto shrine has been 
drawing pilgrims from far and wide since the 
17th century, and it hasn’t lost its magic.

Matsuyama
AMY TADEHARA

Matsuyama’s Dogo Onsen is Japan’s oldest bathhouse, 

and at first the imposing wooden structure feels more 

like a temple than a place to take a bath! Following 

in the footsteps of centuries of Shikoku pilgrims, we 

soaked our aching muscles and washed away the dust 

and sweat of a sticky summer’s day exploring the city. 

Refreshed, relaxed, and wrapped in the cool, soft cotton 

of a yukata bathrobe, we retired to a private tatami-mat 

room for green tea and a traditional sweet, feeling like 

travellers from a bygone age of leisure.

Kotohira
RICHARD FARMER

A huge stone staircase leads to Konpira-

san shrine: 1,368 steps to the top and 

majestic panoramic views over rice fields, 

hills, and sea. Though most of the old-

fashioned shops that line the approach 

now sell Hello Kitty keychains instead of 

amulets and rosaries, the atmosphere and 

retro facades still feel like stepping back 

in time to the Edo Period. It might sound 

crazy, but I love hiking up there with my 

groups during the height of summer, to the 

deafening sound of chirruping cicadas, 

then soaking our aching calves in an  

open-air hot spring bath.
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Pumpkin by Yayoi Kusama, Naoshima

The pilgrimage trail at Konpira-san

Begging for alms, Konpira-san

Dogo Onsen, Matsuyama



We started in the land of ice,  
now it’s time to head into the land 
of fire. Kyushu is the last and lushest 
of Japan’s four main islands, with 
cosmopolitan seaside cities, jungle-
clad islands, and more volcanoes 
than you can shake a stick at. Fly 
further south still and you’ll find 
yourself in the subtropical Yaeyama 
Islands: once a thriving independent 
kingdom, now better-known as 
“Japan’s Hawaii”. Where better to 
round off the Ultimate Journey than 
with a sweet-potato ice cream and  
a cheeky awamori cocktail on  
the beach?
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Ancient forests of Yakushima

© JNTO
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Nagasaki
ALASTAIR DONNELLY

When I visited Nagasaki with my father in 2013, the one excursion 

I had to make was to Gunkanjima, or “Battleship Island”. After an 

hour’s boat ride from Nagasaki, we stepped onto the small, rocky 

outcrop that for 90 years was home to up to 5,000 workers and 

their families, employed by the Mitsubishi mining corporation, 

extracting coal from deep beneath the ocean floor. The mine 

was closed in 1974 and the island’s concrete housing complex 

abandoned to the elements, slowly becoming a crumbling  

and eerie ruin. This felt as close as I’ve ever been to a real-life 

zombie apocalypse!

Its name is synonymous with the A-bomb for 
most foreigners, but Nagasaki is a friendly, 
laid-back city that’s absolutely full of charm.

A national park with an ever-smoking volcano 
and verdant, otherworldly hills, Aso contains 
virtually everything that’s great about Japan.

With its relaxed pace of life, sunlit 
streets, and beautiful volcano looking 
on from across the bay, Kagoshima is 
the Mediterranean of Japan.

Kagoshima
HALLEY TRUJILLO

Hands-down Kagoshima has the best overall cuisine in all of 

Japan. The black pork and beef are tender and juicy, fish I’d never 

even heard of are caught daily for sushi, veggies are abundant, 

and the ramen is oily in all the right ways. The main hero of 

Kagoshima is the volcano, Sakurajima. The almost daily eruptions 

are a sight to behold, and the nutrients from the ash are what 

make the crops so bountiful. Volcanoes also mean hot springs, so 

a daily dip after work is a local custom – and it keeps everyone 

looking young and refreshed.

Mount Aso
MARK JOHNSON

There aren’t many places in the world where you can get this 

close to such an active volcano without wearing a protective 

suit! The area surrounding Mount Aso is both naturally 

beautiful and dangerous; it’s regularly evacuated due to high 

levels of poisonous gas, and even on a “safe” day you can 

smell it from afar. The best way to get a true sense of the scale 

and ferocity of the volcano is to take a short helicopter ride 

over the bubbling crater, which is one of the world’s largest.  

I was lucky enough to do this in 2007, and the view down 

below was simply jaw-dropping.
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Sakurajima, seen from Kagoshima Gunkanjima

Yonezuka, Mount Aso

Black pork
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Yakushima
MATT SPILLER

Driving around Yakushima felt like a real adventure – 

especially when we had to stop for monkeys, wild boar 

and deer in the road! Every morning, our family-run 

guesthouse would serve us a beautiful home-cooked 

breakfast on the terrace to the sound of cicadas, with 

views of the mountains as a backdrop. We hiked into the 

rainforest, filled with cedar trees thousands of years old, 

and to the top of Mount Tachu. We had views over  

the green forests below right out to the blue ocean,  

all to ourselves. Breathtaking. It was the perfect  

spot to get engaged.

Yaeyama Islands
JAMES MUNDY

As a diver I was amazed the first time I visited Ishigaki. 

Balancing out around 20 metres deep, watching huge 

Pacific manta circle above your head, is pretty magical. A 

little hydrofoil over to Iriomote added another aspect to the 

islands, as we kayaked up mangrove rivers through the 

jungle to impressive waterfalls, little mudskippers jumping 

around us. It’s such a far cry from the tradition and temples 

of mainland Japan, and yet so Japanese in its own way. It’s 

the culture and the people that add those special moments – 

eating Okinawan dishes and some of the best sashimi I have 

ever had was an added bonus.

Covered in dense primeval rainforest and 
bursting at the seams with flora and fauna, 
it’s easy to see why Yakushima inspired 
Miyazaki’s Princess Mononoke.

With their own culture, dialect, music and 
food (not to mention tropical paradise vibes) 
the Yaeyama Islands are a totally different 
side of Japan.
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Yakushima
ALASTAIR DONNELLY

On my last of three nights on the island, disregarding stormy 

weather, I jumped in my car and followed a hand-drawn map 

from my guesthouse owner to look for the “hot spring in the 

ocean” I had heard about. Following a narrow lane off the coastal 

road, I came to a dead end. No buildings, no changing rooms, no 

other people; just a wooden fence to undress behind and a rough 

concrete path to the sea. I shed my clothes, located the pool, slid 

in and listened through the darkness to the sounds of the wind 

and waves breaking on the rocks.

Image credits clockwise: 
paylessimages2 non-models/PIXTA, Raf Jah, Mark Johnson/InsideJapan, Anmitsu/PIXTA, Gotton & Yuko

Okawa Waterfall

Hirakubo Beach, Ishigaki

Lion fish

Hirauchi Kaichu Onsen, Yakushima

Diving with manta



When we started out 20 years ago, we were two guys on a mission to 
share our love of Japan with as many people as possible. It’s what the 
Japanese might call our ikigai: our reason for being. We persuaded our 
friend, Ayako, to join us, and InsideJapan Tours was born. Now, we span 
four offices and four continents, and we’ve had the privilege to open up 
Japan to thousands of people across the world.

Our people are the real secret of our success. Over the past two decades, 
we’ve built up an incredible team, all of whom share our ikigai. It’s not just our 
travel consultants and tour leaders; it’s the inn owners, the restaurateurs, the 
artists, the cultural experts – all the people we work with to show you what 
makes this country special. They know first-hand what makes an incredible 
trip, and their passion is the reason we’re unlike any other travel company 
out there.

Japan changed our lives, and it could change yours too. Your Ultimate 
Journey will be different to ours, but we can’t wait to help you discover it.

Ready to start planning your Ultimate Journey to Japan? 

Visit insidejapantours.com 
or send us an email to info@insidejapantours.com

SIMON KING 

CO–FOUNDER


